2» Let f £ S.j and d be an arbitrary value in U, d / 0. We define
In a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 two singled--valued branches of the function (1) exist which depend on the choice of one of two values of the square root of d. Let us denote by yfd one but fixed of these two values. Therefore F is in a small neighbourhood of 0 single-valued, univalent and (2) |F(Z)|<1 for zeU.
Furthermore, we see that . Putting in (4) 5=0 we obtain from (1) and (1' ) (5) wAv) = log 2 log(Vd -w' + Yo Y1 -3w) -0 W-VdT -log(l-|d| 2 } -log(-w).
-974 -As it follows from the formula (5)» the function y is not 1 single-valued, it has three points of ramification* d, -t d and 0. If vf 0 (w) denotes one of the values at the point w, then the set of all values at w has the form +y 0 (w)+2kffi, k = 0, +1,... . On the other hand, we verify immediately -1 In a view of this and from (1' ) that F(w) = from (4) and (5) it follows that Hi)] (5' ) wj 1 )* log 2 lo 6 (V5w^T + Yd V^T) --log(1 -|d| 2 ) -log(-1).
Since (6) = -1 (l-|d| 2 ) rT^y it follows from (4) by differentiation with respect to $ that
for |5l sufficiently small. The functions k=1,2,..., are therefore rational functions with only pole of degree k at 0. In particular, we see that -975 - We define now the Garabedian-Schiffer coefficients for a function of class S^
by the generating functions
for small |z| and | 51 • The univalenoy of F(z), along with the properties expressed in (2) and (3)» guarantees the convergence of series for small |z|,|5| . The numbers (8), with exception of the logarithmic terms a Q0 and b Q0 , are polynomials of the and b fl which also depend on d and d. They form a symmetric and hermitian matrix, respectively. Putting w = f(z) into (4) and (4') and comparing powers of Ç k , with (9) and (9') for |$| < |z|, |z| and | Ç| small, we obtain the relations oo oo -976 -and for k = 1,2,...
In particular, it follows from (5') and (10)
and from (7'), (11), (11')
Let us denote
where is any real number and P^,...,;^, ^ ¡i 0, is an arbitrary complex H-vector. We define
-977 -
It should be noted that in view of (5) and (5' Moreover, it follows from (5), (5') and (14) Iii view of (18} and (20) the function is single-valued arid analytic in 'P . The positively oriented boundary ccurve C* of P r (see Diagram 1a; consists of A r , C r and -A . By (22}, the limit of -$(z) on and A r from thft right is respectively (23) -$(z) and y(z) +$(z) -2*riA .
Applying now the analytic Green formula to the function
and to "Che curve that consists of C* and the arc A taken in both directional, in view of (23) we obtain
We also apply the analytic Green formula to the function H which i9 analytic and single-valued in the domain G r \L r . Since H(w) changes only its sign when we cross L r , then we obtain by (15') and (18) (25) ±ff |H' (w)| 2 d w Q = -gjj / H' (w) K(7) dw + S -f(c r )
On the other hand, making use of (18), {20J, of the residue theorem and of the definition {12), we have • "r A r
Combining now (26) with (25) and (24) c. C r If we take the real part of both sides and U3e the equality $($*) = we obtain
A r
Let us assume that r -»-1 -0. We know that if f is univalent in U and f(0) = 0" then (28) (1-r) |f'(z)| -0, when |z| = r -1-0 (see [4] , (9.2.4)).
On the other hand, in view of (16) and (18), we have
where X(w) is, by (1'7) , the rational function with only poles at 0 and 00 ; moreover | 1-d f(z)|^9, 9>0, for z e U, because 1 e 3f(U) and |d-f(z)|>91, 9., >0, for r ¡g Iz| < 1, where r>|$*|. We see by (28) and (29) The remaining line-integral in (27) by assumption converges to a limit as r -1 -0. Therefore the formula (21) follows if we let r -1 -0 in (27) and our lemma ia proved.
•4. Let us deduce now some relations which will be used in the sequel.Differentiating the equation (9) lc, 1=0 oo
Eexfc, computing the coefficients by W in the development of (4) (14) and (15) we have
,It is immediately evident that this function has two branches, the one is reciprocal of the other. Let us denote
Hence, P(w) is a single-valued function with onl;v points of singularity 0 and oo . «loreover, by (15) and (15')» we have (35) P(w) = i'P-) . \w/ Let us make now the assumption that
It follows from (33) that X(d) = 0. Hence, from the above in view of (l6) we see that
liexc, we deduce from (37) and the definition of ? that F has a zero of order p >3 in d. How, let us consider the set K |w e C : Im F(w) = oj .
Let us investigate arcs which belong to K and begin from d. These arcs go to 0 or to « or two among them forme Jordan closed carve, sach that 0 belongs to its interior. If such a carve exists, it must be invariant with respect to the mapping w --. Indeed, in the contrary we should have, in w' virtue of (-35) , the other closed Jordan curve belonging to K and containing 1/d. This curve would have also 0 in its interior, hence, among the components of C\K would be the bounded component not containing 0, which impossible. In addition, let u.s note that there are 2p arcs which begin in d and belong to K. Next, let us prove that at least on three of them there aire Im(H(w) -H(d)) = 0. Indeed, since e s + e~s -2 = s" + ... is even and has real coefficients, we see that p of these 2p arcs in K satisfy and the above assertion follows from the Lemma X {see [5] , p.50). Hence, the set U\B consists of 2N domains F k , k=1,...,2N, such that 0 e 3P k , k=1,...,2U, and 3is a Jordan closed curve whose interior angle at 0 is jt/H.
We shall prove that
Diagram 2a Diagram 2b
In the case (a) anc (b) (39) is obvious. Let us suppose this is false in the case (c) (Diagram 2a). Then K* would be placed in one of the domains say
Like as in the esse of the arcs B, we shall prove that there are 2N asymptotic directions at which the arcs K.., K ? and K 5 may approach the point 0; these directions are equally spaced at angles jr/N. Indeed, because in view of (7) / In the case (c), in view of (39), one of the arcs K., .j = 1 ,2,3, U must have a common point with E or f(B). In the first case such an arc has obviously a common point with 3f(U) and -9P9 -we choose the arc A in the same way as in the previous case. In the second case we may choose the arc A in the following way: let K^ be this arc of K^, 0=1,2,3, which connects d with f (B) and let denote the subarc of K.. between d 1 / and the first intersection with f(B) and let A^=f (K^). A^ connects 5* with a point ? of one of the arcs B. Let as define A as the union of the arc A^ and the subarc of the corresponding arc B which connects 5« with the point of 3U. We see that on the arc A either lm(0(z) -0($*))=O or Re y(z) = 0. Hence, also the line-integral in (21) 
